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Bird News from Western North America. By Paul E. Lehman
On the reporting of some pesky early-spring arrivals….
Almost every year in early or mid- spring throughout North America there are a number of reports of unusually early arriving
landbirds that winter entirely or almost entirely well south of the United States. Unfortunately, many of these reports involve birds
seen only briefly or perhaps only heard giving a call-note. Some of these reports have been published in books and journals,
many have appeared as postings by the observer on local listservs, and, more recently, most have appeared as yet-to-bevalidated (or perhaps incorrectly validated) eBird reports. Many of these unverified reports reach the in-boxes of countless
birders, a fair number of whom may then believe such arrivals are “real.” Such inconclusive or unsubstantiated reports help
beget more erroneous reports. Often these errors are not corrected in public, or the observers do not avail themselves of public
forums such as regional listservs. And so begins potentially erroneous “conventional wisdom” and databases with too many
unsubstantiated records. This kind of error is especially common amongst observers who do not have a solid grounding in the
status and distribution of the birds in a region. When observers are unaware at the time of their sighting that such a species is
unusual, either geographically or temporally, they tend to not study the bird critically, and thus they are much more likely to
make mistakes. Even a fair number of more experienced observers lack adequate knowledge of status and distribution and
therefore can get into trouble. And perhaps a few too many birders are quick to identify too-briefly heard calls, even when they
involve a rarity.
Several species along the West Coast that are the cause of such annual early-arrival angst in spring include Common
Nighthawk, Black Swift, Willow Flycatcher, Dusky Flycatcher, Western Wood-Pewee, and Swainson’s Thrush.
Common Nighthawk: In much of the West, this species and Yellow-billed Cuckoo are the latest-arriving landbirds in spring. The
first individuals do not typically arrive in California and Oregon until the last several days in May or even the beginning of June
(with exceptionally early arrivals on about 23 May). In Colorado, Common Nighthawks begin arriving in mid-May in the extreme
east of the state, but not until near the end of the month (at the earliest) in the Front Range (Ted Floyd, Tony Leukering, pers.
comm.). In southeast Arizona, the species is not expected until early June, with very rare records in the last few days of May
(Gary Rosenberg, pers. comm.). Yet there are a number of substantially earlier reports in multiple states, involving either
misidentified Lesser Nighthawks, which arrive much earlier, or heard-only birds confused with such other species as Common
Goldeneye (!) or European Starling. There are also a good number of very early reports in several regions of eastern North
America, where Common Nighthawk does not arrive until about the second week of May, which also involve unseen birds that
are heard calling. Most such reports in the East likely involve calling American Woodcocks or frogs.
Black Swift: Most Black Swifts begin arriving in mid-May, with a few of the earliest birds perhaps appearing around 5 May or so.
There are a handful of exceptional records of closely watched birds as early as about 20 April in southern California, but these
are, well, truly exceptional! Basically, any Black Swift reported before the end of the first week of May should be critically
studied, and photos obtained if at all possible. (Good luck!) Perhaps it is the small population breeding in southern and central
California that accounts for the earliest of the arrivals, but it would be most unusual to find such birds migrating en route, given
their very small population. The culprits involved with most early Black Swift reports are probably either male Purple Martins or
White-throated (or even Vaux’s) Swifts that are seen poorly, at a long distance, or in poor light. (On a related note, a fair number
of unseasonal reports of Vaux’s Swifts in California are seen by birders driving by, naked eye, at highway overpasses—which is
prime habitat for White-throated Swifts, which can easily appear entirely dark given the views obtained.) Black Swifts can cover
very large distances in a short period of time, however, so it can take almost no time from when the first birds pass through
southern California until they arrive in Oregon! In Colorado, however, the first Black Swifts do not appear until very late in May
(Ted Floyd, pers. comm.).
Willow Flycatcher: This species comprises several subspecies with slightly different migratory timing. Endangered,
southwestern E. t. extimus breeds westward from New Mexico to southern Nevada and very locally in southern California. The
earliest it arrives in southern California is 1 May. Given its very small population size, seeing extimus as a migrant away from
breeding sites is very unlikely. The much more widespread western subspecies E. t. brewsteri and E. t. adastus, are even laterarriving migrants. They are not expected in much of the West until mid-May, with the earliest arrival dates in southern California
on about 5 May, yet they are not expected until after 10 May, perhaps even 15 May, and they continue to migrate northward well
into June.
Dusky Flycatcher: This species has generated all sorts of debate within California and perhaps elsewhere since the 1980s!
The situation in spring is interesting indeed. Dusky Flycatcher is a very rare or even casual spring migrant along the coastal
slope and low deserts of southern California (even though small numbers breed locally in the higher mountains), but as one
moves north in the desert, it is of increasingly regular occurrence as a migrant. Thus, for example, despite its being of casual
occurrence as a migrant in Imperial County, it occurs regularly in moderate numbers in Inyo County. Nevertheless, it is not found
reliably even in these areas until the latter half of April or later. Reports from the first half of April are likely almost all erroneous
and instead pertain to the much more numerous Hammond’s Flycatcher, which occurs in numbers in early April (with the first
arrivals now in southeast California as early as the last few days of March). In contrast, it appears that Duskies are not nearly so
rare in spring in northern California and Oregon, where the species also breeds in substantially larger numbers. They are of
regular occurrence in the inner Coast Range and in the Central Valley and Willamette Valley, mostly during the last week of April
and in May, but they are still very rare along the outer coast. And their latter April (or later) arrival still holds. As in southern
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California, birds reported earlier in the month are likely Hammond’s Flycatchers. It should also be said that some reports of
migrant Dusky Flycatchers turn out to be Gray Flycatchers, which likewise have longish bills, longish tails with whitish in the
outer tail feathers, shortish wings, and give “whit” calls. Gray Flycatchers likewise tend to migrate through the region a little
earlier in spring than do Duskies.
Western Wood-Pewee: The first Western Wood-Pewees do not arrive in California until mid-April. There are a very, very few
reports from early April that may be accurate. In Oregon and Washington, the arrival date is typically at the beginning of May
(David Irons, pers. comm.). Most reports posted from late March and early April over the years involve unseen birds, with the
observer typically reporting to have heard the “distinctive,” descending “peer” call. Most such calls are probably imitations made
by other species. When I was a wee young lad in the 1970s, I once thought I heard a Western Wood-Pewee calling in late
March. Got excited. And tracked down a European Starling giving an excellent “peer.” Starlings are also the culprit with early
pewee reports in Washington (Steve Mlodinow, pers. comm.).
Swainson’s Thrush: This is another late migrant in spring, for which locally nesting birds in California are the first to arrive, and
they do so at breeding sites. But even breeders do not appear until mid-April. Any reports, even from the breeding grounds,
before about 15 April need to be fully documented. Unfortunately, most earlier reports involve unseen or poorly seen birds that
are only heard to give one or two call-notes or partial songs. Presumably, most of the early Swainson’s reports involve Hermit
Thrushes, which often begin to sing a little before they depart wintering sites. In Washington and Oregon, Swainson’s Thrushes
do not arrive until the very end of April or early May, and an additional cause of heard-only confusion there is (partial song)
Purple Finch and (call) Spotted Towhee and Song Sparrow (David Irons, Steve Mlodinow, Brad Waggoner, pers. comm.). Like
Willow Flycatchers, migrant Swainson’s Thrushes are still on the move into early June.
Can some birds arrive exceptionally early? Yes. There are some surprisingly early arrival dates for almost all of the species
listed here, but, unfortunately, it is likely that a majority of such reports are erroneous. To minimize errors, I strongly encourage
all observers to study regional status and distribution information, learn from one’s peers and from carefully-vetted data, and
when confronted with a potentially early arrival (or any rarity, for that matter), study the bird carefully, and ideally obtain photos
or audio recordings.
Spring “Morning Flight”
The phenomenon of “morning flight” involving large numbers of passerine migrants is well known in some regions of North
America, but it is poorly known in many others. On the Great Lakes and along the East Coast, many migrants displaced offshore
during the night, often due to wind drift, beat their way back to shore and may continue moving along the shore or back inland—
often into the wind—for several hours after dawn. Thus, much of such movement will be in a direction other than that intended
for the respective season, as the birds re-orient and perhaps look for better quality foraging habitat. Along the East Coast, such
flights are best developed during the fall and are studied at a number of well-watched sites at both seasons between Quebec
and Virginia. Morning flights are also known at several low passes through the Appalachian Mountains, particularly in West
Virginia and western North Carolina, but in these examples the birds obviously have not been drifted out over the inhospitable
ocean. It is such a funneling-through-canyons-and-passes phenomenon that is beginning to gain acclaim in spring in parts of
California.
A large percentage of passerines wintering in Mexico and Central America likely arrive in California via western Sonora and the
southern deserts, with some continuing north up the east side of the Sierra Nevada, and another large segment moving
northwest, toward the western Sierra foothills and the Coast Ranges, with some variable number ending up along the immediate
coast (and offshore). One of the first serious looks at nocturnal and morning flights through funneling geography in California
was a radar study that took place between 1980-1986 at San Gorgonio Pass/Coachella Valley (east of Riverside and San
Bernardino), Cajon Pass (north of San Bernardino), and Tejon Pass (north of Los Angeles) (Robert McKernan, pers. comm.).
But for most field birders in the state, their first introduction to large early-morning flights was probably the “discovery” later in the
1980s of Butterbredt Spring in eastern Kern County. Located along the southeastern flank of the extreme southern Sierra
Nevada, hundreds or even thousands of birds may move upslope in a single morning, via a funneling canyon, often staying very
low as they fly into the dominant, and often strong, westerly spring headwinds. Other sites on the desert slope of the southern
California mountains have since been shown to likewise host major spring flights of passerines, at least on occasion.
Fast forward to the 2010s, and to the discovery and increasing interest in documenting similar movements of birds in spring on
ridges and through passes and canyons farther to the west. These flights typically last up to three hours after dawn, and
sometimes they do not commence in earnest until a half-hour or so after sunrise. In southern California, from south to north, the
sites receiving the most recent attention include Mount Soledad in San Diego County, Bear Divide near the western end of the
San Gabriel Mountains in Los Angeles County, Romero Saddle to Refugio Canyon in the Santa Ynez Mountains of southern
Santa Barbara County, and foothills behind Arroyo Grande, on West Cuesta Ridge, and at Cerro Alto Peak in San Luis Obispo
County. Mount Soledad is the only one of these sites located along the immediate coast, so it may host an appreciable number
of drift migrants that have returned to land from offshore. The other sites, all located farther inland (and with Bear Divide much
farther inland), presumably are used by birds that are not so “displaced.” At all of these locations, weather conditions are a major
factor, with clearer skies and winds from between the north and east producing many of the best flights. Strong headwinds may
be especially effective in keeping the birds low, and thus easier to see and count. But at all locations, the flights can be fickle
and not always predicted correctly ahead of time. Over the past few years, Bear Divide has proven to be the grand-daddy of
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sites, with the most consistent and by far the largest totals, estimates sometimes exceeding 10,000 birds in a single morning. A
more detailed article on this site is planned for the future (Ryan Terrill, pers. comm.).
In northern California, a similar phenomenon has been documented in recent years at a few passes in the Coast Range, such
as Loma Prieta Saddle and Pacheco Pass in southern Santa Clara County. Most passerine migrants likely continue north
through the East Bay foothills and Coast Ranges farther north (e.g., Napa County) rather than along the immediate coast.
Steady west to northwest winds in spring are one factor that keep most large migrant pushes from the immediate coast on the
San Francisco Peninsula and Marin County. Some of the San Francisco city hilltops can be very good on clear mornings with a
noticeable offshore flow, but this is an atypical weather pattern here. Migrants presumably stay away from the immediate coast
to avoid getting lost over the water, and coastal birders really do have to get lucky with the weather conditions to get a good
flight in San Francisco (Dominik Mosur, pers. comm.). Farther to the north, such flights are especially rare along the Humboldt
County coast, where the birds that do come through tend to be scarce migrants such as Hammond’s and Gray Flycatchers,
Chipping Sparrow, Nashville Warbler, and Lazuli Bunting, along with vagrants—but there are no real waves of otherwise
regionally common species (John Sterling, pers. comm.). Interior ridge-tops are the best places in the northwest California Coast
Range for large numbers of birds. Canyons are usually fairly dead with just a few scattered migrants. In this region, there are
also the issues of there being much more thick forest and one is so far west as to be beyond the main route of most northbound
passerines. In the Central Valley, one can experience some good waves on the Valley floor, but they are spotty. One location
can be dripping with migrants but another equally good location can be dead on the same day. Figuring out the daily hot-spots in
the Valley is challenging and often frustrating (John Sterling, pers. comm.).
Farther north still, morning flights of passerines have been observed at a couple low passes through the Coast Range near
Lincoln City, Oregon, and at Point No Point, Puget Sound, Washington. The latter site has been surveyed since 2003, where
funneling birds moving up the Kitsap Peninsula are loath to cross several miles of open water. North winds produce the most
visible flights there, and like those in California, the morning movements last up to about three hours, and on some days, they
may not commence until almost an hour after dawn (Brad Waggoner, pers. comm.).
Such flights obviously provide basic information on species’ timing and abundance. They can also separate the throughmigrants from local resident individuals of the same species (e.g., Cassin’s Kingbirds, Hooded Orioles, Yellow Warblers), thus
clarifying species’ migratory timing. And sizeable flights of some waterbird species, such as Common Loon and Double-crested
Cormorant, are occasionally noted as well.
(Thanks for helpful comments received from Curtis Marantz.)
A few avian highlights from the West during April–early June 2020
Alaska: Two Lesser White-fronted Geese on St. Paul Island 26-27 May provided the third record of wild birds for both Alaska
and all of North America. A Vaux’s Swift at Anchorage on 13 May was both well to the northwest of the species’ usual range in
southeast Alaska and was somewhat early. (Thede Tobish)

Vaux's Swift, Anchorage, AK,
13 May 2020. Photo by Zak Pohlen.
Two Lesser White-fronted Geese (with Cackling Goose), St. Paul Island, AK, 2627 May 2020. Photo by Barbara Lestenkof.
British Columbia: A good selection of
landbird vagrants in the province’s interior included a Prothonotary Warbler at Osoyoos on 17 May, a Green-tailed Towhee at
Nakusp 5-6 May, Summer Tanager in the Kootenays on 8 May, and an influx of five widely scattered Loggerhead Shrikes.
(Melissa Hafting)
Washington: A male Scarlet Tanager photographed on Camano Island near Everett on 5 June provided for the long-overdue
first record for Washington. A Least Tern in Seattle on 1 June established Washington’s 7th record, and a Lark Bunting in Clark
County on 1 May was the state’s 13th. (Brad Waggoner)
Oregon: A statewide “Stay at Home” directive kept most birders close to home, resulting in a scarcity of major rarities. A
territorial California Thrasher returned to Jackson County, where one summered a year ago, adding to just five records for
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Oregon. Also in the same area was a 9 May Nuttall’s Woodpecker, only the fourth for the state. During a span of six days in late
May, Wilson’s Plovers turned up along the coast at sites in both Douglas and Clatsop Counties. It remains uncertain if the birds
involved the same or different individual. There is only one prior Oregon record, in Sept. 1998. (David Irons)
California: A Black-tailed Gull was a one-day wonder on the Farallon Islands on 4 April, a Mississippi Kite on the San
Francisco/San Mateo County border on 16 May was exceptional for coastal northern California, and a long-staying Roseate
Spoonbill was at the south end Salton Sea. The first-ever “widely chased” Alder Flycatcher at California City, Kern County, 2526 May, was the state’s ninth. A Violet-crowned Hummingbird in extreme southeastern San Diego County 20-23 May was the
county’s second and the state’s eighth. A LeConte’s Sparrow in Pasadena, Los Angeles County, 16-20 April was at an odd time
of year for this casual visitor to the state, and the bird may well have wintered locally.

Alder Flycatcher, California City, CA, 26 May
2020. Photo by Larry Sansone.
LeConte's Sparrow, Pasadena, CA, 20 Apr 2020.
Photo by Curtis Marantz.

Violet-crowned Hummingbird, eastern San
Diego County, CA, 21 May 2020.
Photo by Jackie Selby.

Roseate Spoonbill, south end Salton Sea, CA, 3 May 2020.
Photo by Curtis Marantz.
Nevada: A Dusky-capped Flycatcher in Nye County 31 May-1 June will establish Nevada’s third record and was at an
especially unusual time of year for a desert vagrant. A Wood Thrush in Las Vegas on 13 May was the state’s eighth, and a Bluewinged Warbler near Fallon on 28 May was the sixth. (Martin Meyers)
Arizona: Up to 3 Crescent-chested Warblers at Turkey Creek, Chiricahua Mountains, included the first documented nesting in
the U.S., which unfortunately ended with young being predated by Mexican Jays. A singing Clay-colored Thrush lingered at
Arivaca Cienega from 15-26 May and was preceded only by an unaccepted record from June 2015 at Portal, which will now
likely be re-evaluated. The state’s second Black Turnstone was in Yuma on 13 May, and presumably the same Arctic Tern first
seen near Green Valley on 18 May then flew up highway I-19 to Tucson on 19 May. And the Common Crane returned for its
third summer to Mormon Lake near Flagstaff--Am I the only person bothered by its repeated summer occurrence in Arizona, for
a species that should summer in northern Russia? Yeah, yeah, a kill joy….
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Montana: On 24 May, a Tricolored Heron was at Fort Peck and a White-eyed Vireo was at Bowdoin NWR. Both species had
been documented only once previously in the state. Montana had 13 well-documented records of Summer Tanagers through
2019, but that number increased by four this spring when males were photographed at feeders between 9 and 28 May, all east
of the Continental Divide. (Jeff Marks)
Colorado: Highlights included Mexican Whip-poor-will and Black Vulture.
New Mexico: A Swainson’s Warbler in Torrance County on 23 May frequented a unique habitat for the species, in that it was
seen under a parked car. There are almost a dozen state records. Surprisingly, Couch’s Kingbird records in the state
outnumbered Tropical Kingbirds for many years, but as many as three T. K.’s have occurred recently, with two last year and one
this year in the Carlsbad area. Lucy’s Warbler breeding range is expanding north and east in the state, following increases in
southern Colorado. (Sandy Williams)

Arctic Tern, near Green Valley, AZ, 18 May 2020.
Photo by Gary Rosenberg.

Crescent-chested Warbler, Chiricahua
Mountains, AZ, 15 May 2020.
Photo by Eric Kallen.

Black Turnstone, Yuma, AZ, 13 May 2020.
Photo by Gary Rosenberg.
Clay-colored Thrush, Arivaca Cienega, AZ,
15 May 2020. Photo by Eric Kallen.

Tricolored Heron, Fort
Peck, MT, 24 May 2020.
Photo by Sam Koenen.
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Breeding Bird Atlas of Nevada County, California. Co-authors Steve Rose and Diane Rose. 2019.
Cost $35.55, which includes shipping and California sales tax. Contact Steve Rose at gnateater@gmail.com for ordering
information. All proceeds go to Sierra Foothills Audubon Society.
An important contribution to our understanding of bird distribution and abundance in California’s Sierra Nevada has just been
published and is now available. The Breeding Bird Atlas Nevada County, California, co-authored by Steve and Diane Rose and
sponsored by the Sierra Foothills Audubon Society, summarizes the status of 166 breeding species. Thirty-five birders
participated in this atlas project which took place from 2014 to 2018. Nevada
county is the 44th largest county in the state at 958 square miles or about 613,000
acres. To collect the data on bird occurrences the county was divided into 5 km X
5 km cells which yielded 109 grid “blocks.” Birders scoured these blocks, noting
the presence of breeding birds and documenting the evidence that indicated they
were breeding. Surprising breeders included the Bufflehead, Lewis’s
Woodpecker, Blue Grosbeak, and Hooded Oriole. The Willow Flycatcher appears
to be extirpated, as the meadow ecosystems in the county seem to lack suitable
habitat needed for breeding by this species.
The book gives a detailed description of the county’s geography, geology,
habitats, and elevation zones. Species of uncertain, irregular, or potential
breeding status as well as former breeders are discussed. A comprehensive
gazetteer of survey locations with GPS coordinates and elevations is also
included.
Species Accounts include:
• Colored breeding distribution maps
• Seasonal status and migration timing
• Breeding population estimates, and trends
• Breeding phenology, natural history, and habitats
• Conservation status
Jon Dunn has this to say about this new book, “Beautifully illustrated and presented, the Breeding Bird Atlas of Nevada
County, California is the result of an inspiration from the authors Steve and Diane Rose who live in Grass Valley in Nevada
County. They conducted (with others) five years of intense field research, beginning in 2014, then commenced writing up the
species accounts, and saw the project through to completion. It is the first BBA for the Sierra Nevada region. Nevada County
extends from the western foothills to the Great Basin on the Nevada state line, thus includes a comprehensive cross section of
the entire range. It will be an invaluable reference for the Sierra Nevada, especially the northern portion of the range.”
Editor’s note: A full review of Breeding Bird Atlas of Nevada County, California will appear in a future issue of Western Birds.

Great Horned Owl. Pencil sketch by Allan Brooks. Summer 1924,
Atlin, British Columbia. Presented as a gift to Harry S. Swarth.
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Meet Ken Able: WFO Board Member and Editor of Special
Publications
I was introduced to birds by my parents, who were casual birders in Louisville, KY,
where I was born and spent my early years. I became seriously interested around
age 11, and a family move to the Buffalo, NY area during high school brought me
into contact with serious birds and birders. From then on, it was down the rabbit
hole to obsession. Shortly I discovered that there were honest to goodness
professional ornithologists who managed, at least sometimes, to make a living by
studying birds. My lifetime track was set.
I returned to Louisville, completed my undergraduate education, did a master’s
thesis on the breeding ecology of Henslow’s Sparrow (not a study species that I
would recommend to anyone) under Burt Monroe, Jr., and married my childhood
sweetheart. I had long been fascinated by bird migration and I worked with Sid
Gauthreaux at the Univ. of Georgia, doing radar studies of autumn migration on the
Gulf Coast and southeastern U.S. I finished the Ph.D. in 1971 and took a faculty
position at the Univ. at Albany in the SUNY system.
My entire professional career was spent as a professor of biology at Albany. I
taught courses in animal behavior, ecology, evolution, and occasionally,
ornithology, trained graduate students, and did research on bird migration,
orientation and navigation. Over the years, my work focused increasingly on
understanding how nocturnal migrants make use of the numerous pieces of
navigational information at their disposal: compasses based on the magnetic field,
stars, the sun, and polarized skylight patterns, and how these abilities develop in
young birds before they embark on their first migration at 3-4 months of age. These
Port Ness, Isle of Lewis, Hebrides,
latter questions required hand-raising hundreds of baby Savannah Sparrows from a
Scotland, 30 May 2015
few days after hatching to independence, an enormous task performed lovingly by
my wife, Mary. Being able to control and manipulate the young birds’ experience
with the relevant orientation cues enabled us to sort out the development and relationships among their several compasses.
When we retired in 2003, we settled on a 400-acre ranch in the beautiful Intermountain Region of northwestern Lassen County,
CA. We built a house and settled in to enjoy the numerous and fascinating birds that share the place with us. I soon became
involved with WFO and was elected Editor of Special Publications in 2015 (Ashland, OR meeting) and have served three terms
on the Board of Directors (2010-14, 2017-20). It has been a pleasure to work with everyone in WFO and I am happy to report
that when I retire this year, the special publications editorship will pass to the very capable hands of Dr. Bob Gill.
I have been lucky to live a charmed life and birds have always been there as a defining thread on many levels. They have led
me to many magnificent places and terrific people. They bring joy to our lives every day: just today we were thrilled by the arrival
this year’s first Black-headed Grosbeaks, Bullock’s Oriole and Rufous Hummingbird, and the latest new yard bird (species
#196), a Wild Turkey spotted by our son.

Meet John Harris: WFO Board Member
My interest in birds was an outgrowth of a general interest in
natural history fostered by my grandparents. As a child I lived in
Nebraska and Illinois. I still have my collection of the small
Golden Guides from those days. Early memories of special birds
come from Boy Scout trips in eastern Wisconsin, an example
being a Scarlet Tanager I followed through the woods while
wandering away
from camp. After
a hiatus from
birding due to a
family move, I
had the good
fortune to have a
college
roommate at
At Mills College in 2013.
Stanford who
was an excellent
birder; this led to meeting other birders and to the opportunity to spend a
summer at Mono Lake working as an assistant on a study of chipmunks. There I
met Dave Gaines, Dave DeSante, and Rich Stallcup - all inspirational birders
Dark Kangaroo Mouse
and naturalists. Living in a field camp there with other researchers (including
(Microdipodops megacephalus),
fellow board member Chris Swarth), among the many great birds to be found on
Mono Lake dunes, June 2008.
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the east side of the Sierra Nevada was the beginning of a more sustained interest in birding. I returned to Mono Lake as a
graduate student at UC Davis to study the Dark Kangaroo Mouse. After grad school I spent two summers studying Willow
Flycatchers in the Sierra Nevada before finding a position teaching biology at Mills College, in Oakland. I was there for 27 years,
retiring in 2013. During most of that time I worked with my friend Dr. Phil Leitner on Mojave Ground Squirrels in the Coso Range
of Inyo County. I now live near Oakdale, California. I’m active as a board member in Stanislaus Audubon Society and the
Central Valley Bird Club. In recent years I’ve worked with Dan Airola, Chris Swarth, and others on studies of foothill-breeding
Tricolored Blackbirds, and have become interested in the history of ornithology in California. I’m also interested in early music
and have been a board member of San Francisco Early Music Society. I’ve been a member of WFO since 1985, and joined the
Board in 2017. One the first tasks I accepted was organizing lodging and food for field trips, a role that had been so admirably
performed by Lena Hayashi. With some trepidation, I did that for trips to Siskiyou and Modoc counties in 2018, and northwestern
California in 2019. To my knowledge, there were no deaths due to food poisoning! I also serve on the Meetings and Finance
committees.

John Harris on Grouse Mountain, WFO Northwestern
California trip, summer 2019. Photo by Dave Quady.

Meet Bryce Robinson: WFO Board Member
I’ve been a birder since I was eight years old. Coincidentally, at the time I
lived in Ithaca, New York where my dad was working towards a Ph.D. in
Animal Nutrition at Cornell University. One day while managing myself
outdoors as any eight-year-old would, I noticed a large bird that stirred an
innate desire to call it by name. Later, while sifting through bird books I made
my first identification, the Great Blue Heron, and I started a life of bird study.
I spent my teenage and college years in Utah, where my birding took a back
seat to the growing pains of adolescence and early adulthood. But, as a
senior at the University of Utah I came back to my ambitions and vocation to
study birds. After graduation, I started down the path of field biology, working
on projects across western North America, all while exercising my interest in
illustrating birds, and building my understanding of distributions and
identification.
Eventually I met the right people and landed in Boise, ID, to work on a
Master’s degree at Boise State University and with the The Peregrine Fund. I
was fortunate enough to focus on the Gyrfalcon in western Alaska, where I
found one of the most exciting frontiers of birding in North America. After
completing my MS degree, I continued to collaborate with The Peregrine
Fund while spending time in the field focusing on other birdlife. By this time,
my art work was maturing and the birding community had begun to recognize
my abilities. I was being asked to contribute my skills in illustration in many
different ways, and I decided to focus on that aspect of my bird study as a
full-time illustrator.

Sabine’s Gull by Bryce Robinson

I am now working on a number of illustration projects, including a revision to Zona Tropical and Cornell University Press’s Birds
of Costa Rica. I still enjoy the occasional field expedition for research, and continue to publish research articles. One recent
article in Western Birds details a part of an expedition that was perhaps the most adventurous of my life. This journey included
three weeks at sea to the outer Aleutians and into the Bering Sea (and birding on island hotspots such as Attu and St. Paul
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Island). Our destination was St. Matthew Island, one of the most remote locations in all of North America, where I had the
privilege of spending a month with a small crew to census populations of the endemic McKay’s Bunting and a subspecies of
Rock Sandpiper.
On this trip I met Dr. Irby Lovette, a professor at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology and member of the AOS classification committee
(alongside WFO’s Jon Dunn). Irby has since provided many opportunities to expand my understanding of global bird diversity,
field skills and experience through field work in Australia, for instance. Recently, I approached Irby about the potential to join his
lab at Cornell and to pursue a PhD. I am now happy to say that I will be starting my PhD program in fall 2020, where I will work
on research to better understand avian evolution and diversity, and potentially to begin a career that will inform taxonomic
decisions and strengthen our understanding of bird diversity worldwide. Even more, since Irby is an advocate for my skills as an
ornithological illustrator, and the Cornell Lab of Ornithology at large values this important communication tool, I will have support
and opportunities to continue my development as an illustrator while working towards my PhD.
In a way, my involvement with WFO as a board member and a developing ornithologist has provided me with a network of some
of the best field ornithologists in North America, and undoubtedly strengthened my own skills, knowledge, and network
necessary for the advancement and effectiveness of my career. It is bittersweet to move east, away from the multitudes of
western specialties and those who celebrate them. But, as I continue forward in a career of bird study, I hope I will honor and
represent the mission of the Western Field Ornithologists - to promote the study, appreciation, and protection of birds in western
North America.

My activities during the Covid-19 sequester:
Thomas A. Blackman
Past President, Western Field Ornithologists
My passion is photography, in particular images of birds. In 2004 I switched from film photography to digital cameras. Since
then my catalog of images is approximately 300,000. In the past sixteen years the digital processing of images has improved
greatly, mostly due to improved software and techniques.
So, during the Covid-19 sequester I’ve been going back through my library of images and applying the new software and
techniques to my favorites and reposting them. The beauty of shooting raw images is that they can be easily reprocessed.
Each day a new image is posted on Facebook with the title “Corvid-19 Archive Series”. In addition these images are also
posted on my smugmug account: https://obeach.smugmug.com/Covid-19-Series-re-worked-images. Take a look and enjoy!

WFO Research Grant Program. By John Harris, WFO Science Subcommittee Chair
Last year the WFO Board developed a new university student research grant program to help grad students with their field
studies. The program was approved by the Board in January of 2020, and we quickly advertised the grants and accepted our
first batch of applicants. The program is targeted primarily at graduate students and supports our dual mission of promoting bird
study in western North America and helping to develop the next generation of field ornithologists. The grant program offers two
awards of $1,500 each and is coordinated by a Science Subcommittee within the Student Programs Committee. Seven
excellent applications were received, from which two awardees were selected. We hope to learn much more about their
research and to meet the two students at our conference in Reno in 2021. The awardees and their projects are presented
below.
Ayala Berger, U.C. Riverside
Ayala Berger is a Ph.D. student in the Department of Evolution, Ecology and Organismal Biology at
U.C., Riverside. Ayala graduated in 2015 from the U.C., Davis, with a B.S. in Wildlife, Fisheries and
Conservation Science, and a B.A. in Music (cello performance). Ayala’s project is a study of
covariation in vocal and mechanically produced acoustic signals in Anna’s and Costa’s
Hummingbirds. She is measuring covariation between acoustic and dive sounds at the individual
level in both species, and at the population level in Anna’s Hummingbird. There is evidence for
song dialects in Anna’s Hummingbird, but a geographic analysis of vocal and dive sounds has not
been done. Our research grant will support sampling of acoustic displays across the range of
Anna’s Hummingbird in the western U.S.
Daniel Wait, U.C. Berkeley
Daniel Wait is a Ph.D. student in the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, U.C., Berkeley. Daniel completed
his B.A. in Integrative Biology, in 2012, also at U.C. Berkeley. His project involves incipient speciation
in western Spotted Towhees. Western subspecies of Spotted Towhee vary in measurements, plumage,
song, and genetic traits. Building on MVZ’s collection of specimens, song recordings, and tissue
samples, Daniel intends to use the WFO research grant to support playback experiments across the
range of western Spotted Towhees. These experiments will determine whether different populations
discriminate on the basis of sound, and will integrate these results with morphological and genetic data
to gain a greater understanding of diversification and speciation in this widespread passerine.
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Dr. John T. Rotenberry of U.C. Riverside Wins the 2020 William Brewster Award
The American Ornithological Society has presented the 2020 William Brewster Award to
John T. Rotenberry, Professor Emeritus of Evolution, Ecology and Organismal Biology
at the University of California, Riverside. The award was given in recognition of his
important contributions to our understanding of the community ecology of the birds of
shrub-steppe ecosystems. The Brewster Medal is given each year to the author or
coauthors of the most meritorious body of work (book, monograph, or series of related
papers) on birds of the Western Hemisphere published during the past ten years.
John has authored over 100 scientific publications, many of which have been cited
hundreds of times. A common theme is bird-habitat relationships and how to analyze
their complexity, but his research covers a diverse array of species and topics from
community ecology and conservation to the sex lives of crickets. He’s lead author on the
Brewer’s Sparrow species account in Cornell’s on-line Birds of the World. In 1995, John
organized a special symposium on the status
of the California Gnatcatcher (25 papers
published in Western Birds) and authored two
papers in that volume:
Biology of the California Gnatcatcher. 1998.
John T. Rotenberry, Thomas A. Scott.
Western Birds: 29(4):237-241.
Is the California Gnatcatcher an Indicator of Bird-Species Richness in Coastal Sage
Scrub? 1998. Mary K. Chase, John T. Rotenberry, Michael D. Misenhelter. Western
Birds: 29(4):468-474.
California Gnatcatcher (male).
Photo by Tom Blackman.

Tom and Jo Heindel: Icons of Inyo. By Barbara Kelly
Many of you may know Tom and Jo Heindel of Big Pine, in the Eastern Sierra’s Inyo County. And many of you may have one or
a dozen wonderful memories that feature them. Likely you’ve heard of their unexcelled expertise regarding all things Birds of
Inyo. Perhaps you’ve heard stories of their adventures overseas, when they taught science in Saudi Arabia, Bolivia, and
Ecuador. How, for example, on any given weekend they’d select a spot on a map, make their way there using some available
forms of transportation invariably involving their feet, and bird the unknown area with essentially no background information:
certainly no apps or GPS or Google Earth, no high end optics, even no field guide, whether human or print. Binoculars,
personal notebooks, and snacks were their supplies, along with the love of birds and plenty of fortitude. There’s even a
kidnapping story featuring them, and not as the culprits! Then, sweetest of all, perhaps you know the story of their first date,
springtime of 1953 when Tom, 16, asked Jo, 14, on a date. When she explained to her parents that the date was early in the
morning to go see birds, they agreed, and the love story of a lifelong passion for birds began.
But it is as birding Icons of Inyo that I met them, a couple of decades but all too few years ago. Tom and Jo, in their tireless
pursuit of excellence and accuracy in identifying and documenting the birds of their beloved county, and in their generosity to
our small varied-skilled cadre of local birders, held monthly Bird Study Group sessions at their home. There was sharing and
discussion of recent sightings, enticing edibles, and then the main event. Each month featured challenging identification issues
appropriate to the season, such as shorebirds and warblers
and rarities in fall, waterfowl and raptors and rarities in winter,
and of course the joys of spring, empids and shorebirds and
rarities. Superb instructor that he is, Tom prepared detailed
presentations with lectures, slides and handouts, culminating
in a photo quiz with suggestions for an alternate hobby in
case of failure. With Jo’s collaboration, elaboration, and
edification, they filled our Saturday evening study sessions
with not only species-specific information, which allowed us
all to become much better birders, but also humor; and then
this, the lessons with much broader applicability.
For in mentoring us, Jo and Tom imparted appreciation.
From them we learned and continue to learn to truly
appreciate detail, awareness, accuracy, attention, the type of
skepticism that causes us to examine our own assumptions,
pursuit of all sorts of information while birding and back at
home, consideration of others and birding etiquette to
enhance the experience of all, not least of all the birds. They
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taught us to be rigorous in making accurate observations and creating unambiguous documentation, and in seeking facts to
support our claims. And they taught us to honor and support others in their birding pursuits.
In 1972 Jo and Tom hatched the idea of producing a guide to the birds of Inyo County. Because they are who they are, that
guide has turned into very much more. They are currently working on finishing touches to Birds of Inyo County, which promises
to be a singular resource on many levels. Watch this newsletter for information when the book is ready for publication.
Inyo County (which includes the largest National Park, Death Valley, in the lower 48) with its mountains, Great Basin, and
Mojave Desert habitats, with its huge size (larger than nine states!), with stunning beauty, and with 441 species of birds, is truly
a striking place. When you come here to bird, take a moment or a hundred to thank Tom and Jo Heindel of Big Pine. Their work
to document the birds for the future of science and conservation is unsurpassed. And their gift of mentorship means these
outcomes will continue. Every birder, as well as every county, should have such good fortune.

Cuba 2019 (Birds, History, and the Hallelujah). By Jon L. Dunn
I first went to Cuba in in the late fall of 2006. The trip was organized by Gary Markowski of the Caribbean Conservation Trust
and was led by William Suarez, Cuba’s renowned paleontologist and a very good birder. Dave Krueper, a former President of
WFO, was the escort. I fell in love with the country as many have, and have returned to lead eight more tours for both WFO and
more recently with Wings. All were organized by Gary. In more recent years they have been co-led by Luis Díaz, the
herpetologist at Cuba’s National Museum in Havana, and like William, an excellent birder and careful scientist. Both have
authored numerous scientific publications. WFO has had eight expeditions to Cuba to date.
This article is both long and could be interpreted as disorganized and rambling. I’m fortunate that I can present it in the
newsletter, at a time when we have extra time to read. My only explanation, my only defense, is that Cuba is utterly a unique
experience, one that has to be experienced to be understood and appreciated. It takes in so many of your senses, often all at
once, aided by the Cuban music and the regular imbibing of Cuba’s quintessential traditional cocktail, the Mojito (mint sprigs,
lime juice, club soda, and white rum). It sweeps over you and you step back into history some 60 years, at least. It’s not just the
number of 1950s American cars on the roads and even those are by far outnumbered by horse and buggies, even on the one
four lane autopista in the country, an east-west highway built in the 1950s before the revolution. So, for those in for the ride, or
part of the ride, on this Cuban horse, please bear with me.
Endemics and Taxonomic Puzzles
Cuba is a wonderful country with a wonderful avifauna that includes 25+ endemics. One species, the Cuban Macaw, is definitely
extinct with the last record a specimen taken from the Zapata Peninsula in 1864 (only sixteen specimens are known to exist in
collections; see for example https://www.gbif.org/occurrence/2433873096). The Zapata Rail is likely extinct, with no proven
records (= photos) for nearly a century since the last specimen was taken in May of 1934. Its known time as a living bird (fossils
have been found in caves elsewhere in Cuba) on planet earth was short as it was first collected and described to science in
1927. The endemic subspecies (bairdii) of Ivory-billed Woodpecker was last documented with photos in 1948 (reported sightings
into the 1980s). The distinctive appearing “Cuban Kite,” treated by the American Ornithological Society (AOS) as a subspecies
(wilsonii) of Hook-billed Kite, is likely a separate endemic species. It formerly occurred more than a century ago throughout
much of Cuba, but, if extant, is now restricted to the easternmost part of the country. More recent sightings, including photos,
are perhaps equivocal. I include Giant Kingbird as an endemic, but others do not. The 19th century records (all specimens) away
from Cuba from Great Inagua and the Caicos Islands cited in Buden (Birds of the southern Bahamas, B.O.U. Check-list No. 8,
1987) are all from winter, a time when the species was much more widespread and numerous on Cuba. The Cuban Martin is an
endemic breeder (presumably winters in South America). Beyond the endemics, which are spectacular and varied, there are
some 21 additional species that are restricted to the West Indies region. And, there are many wintering species from eastern
North America, plus a few migrants from South America that either breed in Cuba or pass through to breed in North America.
I hope to return to Cuba many more times. There isn’t a chance for a new life bird for me, but the people, the culture, including
the food, and the music are wonderful. And, there are taxonomic issues to resolve. The Eastern Meadowlark there (subspecies
hippocrepis) has a song utterly unlike any Eastern Meadowlark, and is likely an endemic species. The Cuban Bullfinch
(Melopyrrha nigra) is a polytypic species. The nominate
subspecies occurs on Cuba, while taylori is endemic to
Grand Cayman. Despite their different songs, the AOS
declined to split them, but others treat them as separate
species. The Greater Antillean Nightjar (Antrostomus
cubanensis) has three subspecies, the nominate subspecies
on mainland Cuba, smaller insulaepinorum on Isla de la
Juventud (Isle of Youth), and ekmani on Hispaniola. The
latter subspecies apparently sounds significantly different
from the two Cuban subspecies, and on that basis (and
others), is often split as a separate species, though not by
the AOS. The resident Caribbean (including coastal regions
of Cuba and apparently rarely southmost Florida) Osprey
(ridgwayi) has a much paler head and underwing, and is
more mottled above than North American carolinensis. It
also has much larger feet and seems to have a broader
wing. Finally, the resident Caribbean group of American
Zapata Wren on 21 November 2018. Photo by Jon L. Dunn.
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Kestrels (four subspecies, sparverioides in the Bahamas and on Cuba and Jamaica), charge around like Merlins, and don’t bob
their tails like the mainland subspecies.
The Bay of Pigs and the Zapata Peninsula
Our trips to Cuba take in the mountainous areas to the west in the province of Pinar del Rio, the Zapata Peninsula in the south,
and Cayo Coco (off north coast) and Camagüey in the east. The remainder of this article concerns our time at Playa Larga at
the head of the Bahia de Cochinos (the Bay of Pigs) on the Zapata Peninsula. As you may recall, it was here in mid-April 1961
that the C.I.A. organized an invasion led by Cuban exiles from the U.S. Although it had been planned during the Eisenhower
administration, it was Kennedy who executed this botched invasion. After three days, the survivors surrendered to Castro’s
forces. This incident likely led the Soviet Union to subsequently place missiles in Cuba, and after their discovery by a U-2 spy
plane, led directly to the Cuban Missile Crisis of October 1962. Kennedy’s skills along with those of his brother Robert, and
Anatoli Dobrynin (Soviet Ambassador to the U.S.), and arguably Khrushchev’s common sense, led both sides to step away from
the brink. In my opinion it was Kennedy’s finest moment.
But these events are now more than half a century in the past. For us, the Zapata Peninsula is a great birding location,
highlighted by two known extant endemics, the Bee
Hummingbird, the smallest bird in the world, and the Zapata
Wren. On the Wings late March and early April 2019 trip we
saw those species and more. This wren was described to
science in 1927 by Thomas Barbour. Barbour also described
with Peters the Zapata Rail and Zapata Sparrow to science the
following year (1927). All three species are in endemic genera.
The Zapata Rail, Zapata Wren, and the nominate (inexpectata)
subspecies of Zapata Sparrow are, or were, endemic to the
Zapata Peninsula, at least in modern times. Barbour was the
Director of the Harvard Museum of Comparative Zoology from
1927 until his death in 1946, and authored Birds of Cuba
(1923) and The Herpetology of Cuba (1909).
On our 2nd afternoon, we went to Las Salinas, southwest of
Playa Larga; on the return, I spotted what I thought was a
Alternate male Bee Hummingbird at Bernabe's, Palpite, Zapata
Great Egret, but it had a largely blackish, not yellow, bill. We
Peninsula. The world's smallest species, it is the only hummingbird I
had a lunch date back at Playa Larga, so we were in a hurry. I
know of in which the male has a distinctive alternate plumage, the red
did jump out of our bus and got some photos of the bird and
colored hood being lost in the winter. Photo by Jon L. Dunn.
then we headed on to lunch. I was unsure about what the bird
was: an odd North American egretta Great Egret, or one of the Old World subspecies (alba, modesta, or African
melanorhynchos) of Great Egret, in which the adults have a black bill in alternate plumage, or even a “Great White Heron,” for
now treated as a subspecies (occidentalis) of Great Blue Heron. I also considered an immature white morph Reddish Egret,
although structurally it appeared all wrong, particularly the long neck. Its identification was unresolved, but while at Cayo Coco a
few days later I photographed Great Egrets, a “Great White Heron,” and multiple Reddish Egrets, including white morphs.

Mystery Ardea standing and in flight. 1 April 2019 Las Salinas, Cuba. Photos by Jon L. Dunn.
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Yolanda, Hallelujah and Leonard Cohen
While at Playa Larga, Luis and his wife Ariadne (Ari), our tour organizer, arranged for one of Cuba’s foremost singers to
serenade us. She was driven over 100 kilometers to Playa Larga. Her name is Akeymys and she performed many classic
Cuban songs. Cuban music is performed everywhere, and is a staple of one’s experience
in Cuba. And it’s not all “Guantanamera.” Many years ago Luis turned me on to a
beautiful Cuban song, “Yolanda,” and it’s now my favorite Cuban song too. It was written
by Cuban singer/songwriter Pablo Milanés, one of the founders of the Cuban nueva trova,
along with Silvio Rodriguez and Noel Nicola. Check out his memorable version on
YouTube of “Yolanda” with his daughter Haydée. One song Akemys did perform, and in
Spanish, was Leonard Cohen’s classic “Hallelujah.” Luis and Ari had heard her sing it in
her home town, and knowing my love and confraternity with Leonard’s poetry and music,
brought her to our group. It was a very moving rendition. Leonard had arrived in Cuba!
But, actually Leonard had been in Cuba before. He visited Havana during those turbulent
weeks in the spring of 1961 when he was 26. Why he visited isn’t entirely clear. Perhaps
it was to experience what his beloved Spanish poet Federico García Lorca had felt and
wrote about during his three months there from March – June 1930. Lorca was murdered
at age 38 by Franco’s thugs in Granada, Spain, on 18 August 1936, at the beginning of
the Spanish Civil War. Perhaps Leonard wanted to experience Cuba just after Castro’s
revolution. Cohen’s time in Cuba is detailed in Sylvie Simmons’s excellent biography (I’m
Your Man, The Life of Leonard Cohen, 2012, HarperCollins Publishers). My account
draws from her pages. Leonard left Montreal, and flew to Miami, then to Havana, arriving
on 30 March 1961. He stayed in the Hotel Siboney in Havana. After arriving he dressed
as a revolutionary soldier with baggy dark green trousers, a khaki shirt, and a beret. He
had grown a beard. He wandered the streets at all hours. Times were tense with a faceoff of words between Kennedy and Castro. There was talk of war. On a visit to the seaside town of Varadero, some 70 miles
east of Havana, Leonard managed to get himself arrested by a squad of armed Cuban soldiers. They were suspicious of his
appearance and outfit and wondered if he was part of a wave of invading American soldiers. Leonard convinced them that he
was indeed Canadian and a supporter of the revolution. He was released, his captors posing with him for a photo, which they
then gave to him as a souvenir. On 15 April, a group of eight Cuban exiles from
Florida led bombing raids on three Cuban airfields. Late at night a few days later, a
man in a suit knocked on Leonard’s hotel room door. He indicated that his
presence was urgently requested at the Canadian embassy. There, he was met by
an annoyed vice-council, who passed on the message to him that “your mother’s
very worried about you.” She wanted him home! But Leonard chose to stay. On 17
April, the Bay of Pigs invasion was on. Leonard could hear the anti-aircraft fire and
saw soldiers running through the streets. By 26 April, foreign nationals were
flooding José Martí Airport, all hoping to leave. Leonard was one of them, anxious
to get a seat on one of the few planes out of Havana. After much time and many
queues, Leonard finally procured a ticket. As he stood in the departure line, his
name was called. He was wanted at the security desk. They had found in his bag
the photo of Leonard posing with the soldiers at Varadero. He was led to a back
room where he was left with a teenaged guard with a rifle. Leonard pleaded his
case with the guard who was disinterested and looked bored. As Leonard later
assessed, “the kind of boredom that might possibly be alleviated by shooting
somebody.” So, Leonard sat silently and stared out the window at the plane he
was supposed to be on. Then suddenly, a scuffle broke out on the runway. The
guards, including Leonard’s, rushed out onto the tarmac. In his haste to leave, the
guard left the door unlocked! Leonard walked out of the room as calmly as he
could, went to his gate, and being unchallenged, strolled out and up the stairs and
onto his plane. His trip to Cuba had ended. The ending reminded me of the end of
Peter Weir’s superb 1982 film, “The Year of Living Dangerously,” when Mel Gibson
playing a journalist leaves Jakarta, Indonesia, after the failed PKI revolution
Leonard Cohen (center) in Cuba; 1961.
against Sukarno in 1967.
And what of the heron?
As I contemplated writing this story for the newsletter, the issue of the identity of the heron was still unresolved. I sent photos to
Peter Pyle, Kimball Garrett, and Paul Lehman, all of whom were uncertain, but perhaps leaned, as did I, to some sort of Great
Egret. I then thought of Louis Bevier, a superb birder and researcher living in Maine. Louis is a life member of WFO. He lived in
California until 1986, then Connecticut where he edited the Connecticut breeding bird atlas (1994), then moved to Philadelphia
where he was an important consultant for the celebrated Birds of North America, and then moved to Fairfield, Maine, where he
is a member of the Maine Bird Records Committee. He has been an associate editor for North American Birds. Louis examined
all of my photos, including the photos of other herons I had taken that spring in Cuba, and took the record apart, concluding (see
below) that it was a “Great White Heron.”
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Mystery Ardeid: Analysis and Comments by Louis Bevier
I think we can put to rest whether this bird might be a white morph Reddish Egret. Aside from the bird's heavy structure and
large bill, a key feature that eliminates Reddish Egret is the extent of the gape line, which ends at a point below the eye and
does not extend behind the eye as it does on Great Blue/”Great White” Herons and Great Egret.
So it comes down to whether your bird is a “Great White Heron” or a Great Egret with a dark bill, such as shown in Old World
subspecies in breeding condition when the entire bill is black. I think we can eliminate Great Egret based on bill shape, loral skin
pattern, and the shape of the feathering on the side of the mandible.
Bill shape: Your bird shows a fairly straight culmen to the tip of the bill. On Great Egret, the maxilla and mandible curve to meet
each other at the tip. The distal portion of the culmen thus curves down subtly on Great Egret. The way the mandible rises at the
tip to meet the maxilla and the way the culmen appears straight better fits “Great White Heron” than Great Egret for the mystery
heron. The bill on the mystery bird appears more slender than expected for a “Great White Heron”, but the angle at which you
photographed the bird may have created this illusion, making the bill appear slimmer than it is. Otherwise, the bill heft and shape
looks like “Great White Heron.”
Loral skin pattern: There is a horizontal yellowish-green zigzag pattern across the lores. This is a prominent trait of Great Blue
and “Great White Herons” but shown obscurely on Great Egret. A Great Egret with a mostly dark bill would have the loral skin
uniformly colored and lime green, typical of a breeding bird.
Feathering on the side of the mandible: The shape and extent of feathering along the base of the mandible on your bird
closely matches “Great White Heron” (including Great Blue), with the distal end of the feathering curving down abruptly and
terminating well short of the posterior end of the nares. On Great Egret, the feathering is more elongate, terminating more or
less at a point directly below the posterior end of the nares. The shape of the feathering angles downward less steeply and
forms a more acute angle from the cutting edge of the mandible, as well as forming a more elongate, rounded lobe. This pattern
is highlighted with the orange lines in the comparison head photos below.
If the bird were an Old World Great Egret, only birds in breeding condition would show such a dark bill, and even then it should
be entirely black bill with green loral skin and bill base. Instead, the mandible on the mystery bird is clearly greenish yellow. This
pattern of blackish maxilla and yellowish mandible is typical of juvenile and immature Great Blue and “Great White Herons.” The
legs and toes on any Great Egret would be entirely black. But I can see some dull ochre (tan or dull yellowish) on the soles of
the toes in your flight shot of the mystery bird. The posterior side of the tarsus also appears to show this color, and the base of
the legs look grayish. Leg color on “Great White Heron” outside breeding condition is an ochre or grayish yellow, often with the
anterior portion of the legs black. Some birds are mostly black on the legs, however. These are typically young birds, which
would be consistent with the bill pattern (see, for example, https://macaulaylibrary.org/asset/62285771 and
https://macaulaylibrary.org/asset/37764771).
Given the above, we cannot reject “Great White Heron”, which is an expected species at the location, and, to me, the bird
appears sufficiently like a “Great White Heron” that I feel that is what it is.
We had previously noted the gray base to the tibia, a character that the “Great White” also showed. I had worried that the bill
didn’t have enough heft for a “Great White,” but Louis points out possible explanations (see comments above); still the heft issue
bothers me now as it did then. We all agreed that a Great Egret should have yellow or lime green (high breeding) lore skin, not
dark. In this process, I recently looked at our text and our single illustration of “Great White Heron” in the NGS Field Guide to the
Birds of North America (7th edition, 2017). I note our figure has an all yellow bill. Our art annotation says “long and heavy
yellowish bill.” Louis has explained to me that this applies only to adult “Great White Herons.” Our anno is therefore incomplete.
Fortunately, our text is brief, and not wrong! Louis points out that our illustration of the juvenile Great Blue more-or-less matches
the immature “Great White” on bill color.
Louis’ conclusion is the most logical one and a tentative answer has been reached now more than 13 months after the sighting.
In reviewing the events, I was puzzled about what the bird was, was short of time, but took photos. Initial research was
inconclusive and nearly a year later when I turned back to it and after analysis from Kimball and Peter, the answer wasn’t there.
That’s what I told my participants on the tour two months ago. And then I thought of giving a Louis a crack.
As I’ve grown older, I’m more willing to admit a level of uncertainty with a bird identification, whether it’s a result of wisdom or
fatigue, I can’t say. Not all birds seen, even when also well-photographed, need to be “forced” into an identification. As the old
expression goes, a fine red wine often needs aging. If it takes years to sort out, so be it, and if it never gets sorted out, that’s fine
too. Letting your ego get involved in these things is never a good approach in trying to reach an accurate and scientifically
correct answer.
As I sit and reflect on these events 14 months later from my home-bound state, and as I long for returning soon to Cuba, I
thought of Louis Bevier, and was reminded by the title of one of Leonard’s songs on his first album in 1968, “One of Us Cannot
be Wrong,” - “I lit a thin green candle…..” When news of Leonard Cohen’s death on 7 November 2016 was released, many thin
green candles were lit in his memory.
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Acknowledgments: I thank Louis R. Bevier, Kimball L. Garrett, Paul Lehman, and Peter Pyle for taking time to analyze the
photos of this mystery heron. I thank Louis too for his careful analysis and diagraming the photos, providing his analysis, and for
reviewing the entire article. He also found and selected the photos of Leonard. Jonathan Alderfer carefully reviewed the final
draft and added helpful comments and analysis. Chris Swarth carefully reviewed multiple drafts, offering edits, advice,
encouragement, and ultimately acceptance for this peculiar and somewhat rambling approach to such a lengthy article! Chris is
our editor for this now greatly expanded newsletter. Chris didn’t volunteer for this task. He was “volunteered” on March of this
year as the full reality of Covid 19 settled in. As with so many other WFO tasks he performs, Chris accepted this assignment
with no complaints. Please send him your comments, thanks, encouragement, and if possible your submissions for a future
newsletter. We are anticipating the next issue to be published in September 2020.

Immature “Great White Heron” (Ardea herodias occidentalis). Cayo Coco, Cuba. Photo by Jon L. Dunn.
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Adult Great Egret (Ardea alba egretta). Cayo Coco, Cuba. Photo by Jon L. Dunn.

Adult “Great White Heron” (Ardea alba egretta). Cayo Coco, Cuba. Photo by Jon L. Dunn.
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Comparison of Ardea taxa portraits taken from above photos.
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Louis Bevier in Maine.
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WFO Young Birders
Essay: A Weekend at Joshua Tree
Justina Martelli, age 17
It was cold for 5 a.m. We squeezed into the minivan with our friends and drove for a
weekend getaway to Joshua Tree National Park in the desert of southern California. I
was thirsting for the quiet moments that deserts typically offer. Imagine yourself standing,
alone, in the middle of nowhere. You walk through the valley, humming Dust in the
Wind to yourself as you feel the acrid sunscreen stinging your lips. Pebbles gently crunch
beneath your feet. Joshua trees stand in royal splendor, branching out into clumps of
waxy cream-colored flowers. Occasionally, you can spy perky Jackrabbits hopping in the
distance. Lupines paint the
scene with a little bit of purple
here and there, and Blackthroated Sparrows perch on the
spiky yuccas to sing the first
notes of the morning. There is a
warm haze if you squint into the
horizon- as if someone
smudged a watercolor painting
with fingerprints of oily white. Such peace! One of the many highlights
from this trip was seeing this Greater Roadrunner. Mind you, they are
fast birds! You can just barely get a glimpse of their red/white/blue
colored patch of bare skin behind their mischievous eyes, before they
disappear. If deserts were guitar strings, roadrunners would be the
high G# at the sixteenth fret, a note my fingers rarely reach.

Field Notebook
Dessi Sieburth, age 17
Here are two sketches and notes I made while watching a White-faced Ibis in Los Angeles in 2014. I submitted my field
notebooks as part of the American Birding Association’s Young Birder of the Year Contest in 2015. I’m honored and happy to
say that I was awarded the ABA Young Birder of the Year for 2015. I’m also a proud WFO Scholarship recipient from 2014.
I have not missed an annual meeting since I joined WFO!
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Sapsucker Distribution Project
Calvin Bonn, age 14
A couple of years ago, I came up with an idea for a fun and interesting project—
documenting the distribution of sapsuckers in my area by looking for their holes! My
goal was to get an accurate map of all of the parks where sapsuckers have been in
the past, in order to document how their distribution changes in the future, as well as
to determine if sapsuckers have a preference for the tree species in which they drill
their holes (which there was). The National Audubon Society has listed all species of
sapsucker as vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, predicting a large range
shift for each species. In order to know if sapsuckers’ range has changed, there
needs to be an accurate understanding of the previous distribution of sapsuckers. It
was like a scavenger hunt for holes, but for science! By going to all of the parks in
my local patch (consisting of four towns in Los Angeles County) and looking for holes
in the trees, and then comparing it with eBird data in order to determine the previous
distribution of sapsuckers in my area, I was able to compile a complete map of
sapsucker occurrence in my area. I found twenty-two parks where sapsuckers had
never previously been documented had trees containing sapsucker holes, bringing
the total records to 30 parks (using the eBird data) with evidence of the sapsuckers
in my area, indicating that they are locally much more widespread than previously
thought. Now I have a baseline for future study!
Student Zoom about White-crowneds
The WFO Student Programs Committee is organizing Zoom meetings for student members! Our inaugural meeting was on 5
June. Jon Dunn and Kimball Garrett presented an engaging and informative talk on the many subspecies of White-crowned
Sparrow (Zonotrychia leucophrys).
Eleven young birders from different parts of the country joined the meeting
and we had the chance to get to know each other and to ask questions of
the presenters after the lecture. We learned that there are five subspecies
of White-crowned Sparrows: gambelii, nuttalli, leucophrys, pugetensis, and
oriantha. Each differ in bill color, feather patterns, and distribution
throughout North America. Interestingly, some even differ in vocalizations!
Everyone was enthusiastic about the presentation and enjoyed the
interactions with other student birders.
WFO students now have a new way to connect virtually and to keep the
magic of birds and birding alive during the Coronavirus pandemic. The
next webinar is planned for 3 July. Stay tuned for details! If you are a
WFO student member and are interested in participating, please contact
me at justinamartellipublic@gmail.com and I’ll keep you in the loop.
Thank you everyone and take care!
Justina Martelli
Adult “Gambels” White-crowned Sparrow.
Point Loma, San Diego, CA. 11 April 2008.
Photo by Tom Blackman.

For older high school students who are beginning to think about a
career in ecology or ornithology, check the Ecological Society of
America web site. The ESA has lots of very useful information and
resources for students that can help you get prepared and that
describes the great variety of job and career opportunities that are
available.

Students are encouraged to contribute essays, photos, or artwork
to the newsletter. To inquire about format and topics, contact
Homer Hansen, at studentprog@westernfieldornithologists.org
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Announcements
Dan Singer, Chair of the California Bird Records Committee, reports that the Committee unanimously accepted California’s
first record of the Yellow-browed Warbler (Phylloscopus inornatus) from Markleeville, Alpine County, 24-25 Oct 2019 (CBRC
#2019-152). This montane location was completely unexpected, though keen birders have anticipated this species occurrence in
California. A photograph of the bird can be seen on the CBRC website https://www.californiabirds.org/. The official California
list is now 676 species (663 native species and 13 established introduced species).
WFO Board Elections 2020
The WFO Bylaws require members to elect new Directors each year to join our Board. Under normal circumstances we always
hold this election at our annual conference. Clearly, with our 2020 conference postponed until 2021 and with the continuing
presence of COVID-19 precluding large gatherings, we need an alternative method for electing new Board members. Our
Bylaws also require that members have the chance to approve or reject a slate of new Directors proposed by the Board.
The Board has discussed various options and decided that we will create a slate of recommended new Directors at our
September Board Conference Call meeting. We will then send that slate to all WFO members via a WFO News email and ask
that everyone vote Yes or No on that slate. For this election to take effect, we need a majority of WFO members to approve the
election with a quorum defined as "at least 25 members in good standing present in person.” Although this is not the exact
process described in our Bylaws, we think it the best option available in light of this year's extraordinary circumstances.
You can look forward to receiving that Director slate by email shortly after our September Board Conference Call. We thank you
for your understanding and look forward to seeing you all in Reno in 2021 and getting back to something resembling "normal.”
Calling all Photographers!
WFO is organizing a photography contest to help celebrate our 50th anniversary. Start thinking about the images you will
submit. The winning images will be displayed at our next annual conference in Reno in 2021. We’re just getting organized with
guidelines, judging, prizes, and requirements. Look for more details in the fall newsletter!
Bird Photographs Needed
We are revamping and updating our web page and would like to post good photographs of birds. If you have some interesting,
sharp and high-resolution images that you’d like to contribute, please send them to Bryce Robinson at bryce@ornithologi.com.
Web Site Survey
In May, we sent a digital survey via email to WFO members asking for feedback on our web site. We received 80 responses.
•
77% of respondents felt that our website meets your needs “well” or “somewhat well” and that the web site was either
“very easy or somewhat easy.”
•
69% thought the web site was “somewhat appealing” or “not very appealing.”
•
70% of members would recommend it to others.
•
82% answered that they visit the web site only “once a month” or “infrequently.”
The most revealing part of the survey came from 45 members who took the time to provide detailed written responses. These
comments are very useful and all have been sent to the web design company in San Diego. While our web site is a useful
resource for members, there is still much that could be improved. Survey comments described the site as: cluttered; visually
unappealing; difficult to navigate; too busy; needs better bird photos; needs more interactive elements; the look is very dated;
reorganize material to place most important info on the main page; needs more field trip reports; needs more modern elements.
If you have other opinions about the web site, please get in touch. The new web page should eliminate many of these issues
and we should have a beautiful new site that is both visually appealing and easier to use. Thank you for taking the time to take
the survey!
Black Birders Week (National Audubon)
Sparked by a racist incident in May involving a black birder in New York’s Central Park, this new initiative by National Audubon
aims to boost recognition and representation of black people to enjoy and study the natural world.
CVBC Symposium Canceled for 2020
Due to the uncertainty of the Covid-19 pandemic in the fall months, the Central Valley Birding Symposium is being cancelled for
2020. The Symposium Committee felt that the health of our members, presenters, and staff was our primary consideration in
making this decision. If conditions warrant, the Symposium will resume again on Nov 18-21, 2021, at the Stockton Hilton Hotel.
We will miss seeing everyone this November, but we hope to see all of you again in 2021.
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Advice from Jon Dunn on Safe Birding during the Pandemic
Birders are not going to remain house-bound, especially during the migration seasons, so when we do venture out we need to
keep several things in mind during this Covid-19 epoch. If you go out and encounter other birders, be sure to keep six or more
feet distant from others. No one knows exactly how far away is safe. At places where birders congregate such as a migration
stop or where a rarity turns up, it’s tempting to close that distance, especially if you’re helping someone get on a bird, or if you
don't see it yourself. Resist this. In this era where everything is photographed, also resist the temptation to show your photos to
others. If someone wants to see them, wait to send them via e-mail. I realize this is a real hassle, but we have to consider the
health risks involved. And avoid sharing scopes and binoculars for the time being. The Covid-19 will likely be with us for many
more months. This will likely not end until a vaccine is developed or unless a miracle drug is scientifically proved to be effective
in dealing with this virus.
Ornithology at Oregon State University
Are you thinking about a career working with birds? Oregon State University has one of the best ornithology programs in the
country. Come join us while you pursue your passion. https://fw.oregonstate.edu/flock
And if you want to get a jumpstart, you can take our classes while you’re still in high school.
https://ecampus.oregonstate.edu/online-degrees/k12/hs/classes.htm. Join the flock and find your people!
Alvaro Jaramillo is doing a series of free webinars on local birds.
http://www.coastsidelandtrust.org/webinars
Classes on Mountain Bird Sounds. Sylvia R. Gallagher (Sea and Sage Audubon)
I appreciated Dave Shuford's insightful and complimentary review in the recent issue of Western Birds of my Learning California
Bird Sounds learning packages. Although his article was mainly about the introductory package, Dave mentioned that there are
three more-advanced workshops which can follow that introductory workshop in any order.
I've claimed for years that these packages are designed for self-study, as well as classroom work, but I never had a chance to
find out if it's true until now. My ten-week Learning Mountains Bird Sounds workshop, sponsored by Sea and Sage Audubon,
was already scheduled for March to May this year when Covid-19 shut everything down. I’ve decided to see if the material
could be learned using the package only.
In order to check on their learning, each week I send a set of ten sound clips--4 easy, 3 moderate, and 3 difficult. Participants
have a week to identify all the reasonably close sounds on each clip--names of birds and type(s) of sounds. The exercise isn't
exactly like hearing the sounds in class or in the field, because participants have all the time they want and they have the
freedom to use Raven Lite sonograms and assorted references, especially Pieplow's new Western Bird Sounds field guide. But
they're perhaps learning an essential skill for today, when everyone has a recording device handy to make at least a crude
recording of an unknown sound.
We’ll be doing four duplicate field trips to the northern Sierra Nevada in June--small, socially-distanced parties with fairly
experienced leaders for each group of no more than seven. Those who participate can put their skills to work in the field.
Introductory Birding Skills Workshop, Fall, 2020 (Sea and Sage Audubon)
I teach a ten-week introductory visual workshop, Birds of Southern California, in the fall. This year it will be offered via Zoom or
some other means. Please check the website http://www.seaandsageaudubon.org in late summer for details. Reservations
won't start until early September.
Do you enjoy bird song? Then check out this blog post from WFO board member, Ed Pandolfino on the IBP (Institute for Bird
Populations) web site: https://www.birdpop.org/pages/blogPost.php?id=39
If you enjoyed that and found it fun, you’ll find links to three other bird song blogs by Ed at the bottom of that page.
Wildlife Photography Course with Melissa Groo
With a tentative release date of June 30, 2020, an online wildlife photography course worth considering is one by League of
Conservation Photographers (LCP) photographer Melissa Groo. She practices her work in the field with the highest ethical
standards. Her photographs accompanied an April 2020 National Geographic piece on the island foxes of Santa Cruz Island. In
addition to her photographic field chops, Groo is also an excellent writer. Here is a link to an article that she wrote on the
subject of ethics for LCP, From Wild to Captive: A Call for Ethics in Modern Nature Photography, a worthwhile read for anyone
with an interest in photography. Here is the course announcement and where one may also sign up for advance notification
regarding the course. Thanks to Greg Budney of Golden Gate Audubon Society for this message.
The San Francisco Chronicle book review section from May 5 features information on several interesting new bird books.
https://datebook.sfchronicle.com/books/review-roundup-absorbing-books-celebrate-our-fine-feathered-friends
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Newsletter Editor: Christopher Swarth
Thanks to all those who submitted articles, essays, artwork, photographs, and bird sightings.
Thanks to Ken Able and Lori Hargrove for providing details about John Rotenberry, and to Ed Pandolfino, Joe Morlan,
Justina Martelli, Frances Oliver, W. Douglas Robinson (OSU), and Greg Budney (GGAS) for submitting announcements. Susan
Gilliland and Lena Hayashi organized and compiled the student contributions. Thanks to Kimball Garrett and Ed Pandolfino for
reviewing a draft copy.
If you have announcements, photographs, stories, or other items for the fall newsletter, please send them to the newsletter
editor by September 5.
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